
 Subject Specific Vocabulary 
mountain they usually have steep, sloping sides 

and sharp or rounded ridges, and a 

high point, called a peak or summit. 

Most geologists  classify 

a mountain as a landform that rises at 

least 1,000 feet (300 meters) or more 

above its surrounding area.  

mountain range a mountain range is a series or chain 

of mountains that are close together.  

climate the weather conditions that happen in 

an area in general or over a long 

period of time  

tourism  spending time away from home  

looking for recreation, relaxation, and 

pleasure in places of interest.  

environment  the natural world, as a whole or in a 

particular geographical area, such as: a 

mountainous environment.  

human characteristic  the human characteristics of a place 

come from human ideas and actions. 

They include bridges houses, and 

parks.                     

Human characteristics of a place also 

include how the land is used, such as 

farming.  

physical characteristic  physical characteristics include land 

forms, climate, soil, and natural     

vegetation. For example, the peaks 

and valleys of the Rocky Mountains. 

They are the features that are there 

naturally, not man made.  

Links to the National      

Curriculum: 

See our Geography Progression 

Maps in the front of our books! 

National Curriculum - Geography - KS2 

G1 - locate the world’s countries, using 

maps to focus on Europe (including 

the location of Russia) and North and 

South America…  

G5 - Describe and understand key 

aspects of: physical geography,     

including: mountains and human    

geography, including: types of       

settlement and land use.  

G6 - use maps, atlases, globes and 

digital/computer mapping to locate 

countries and describe the features 

studied  

By the end of this topic I will explore…  

 Discover what mountains are and where the major mountain  

ranges are in the world.  

 Learn the names of famous mountains and find key facts about 

each one.  

 Investigate why mountains have their own climate and explore data 

for particular mountains.  

 Investigate what makes mountains popular tourist destinations and 

compare these destinations between seasons.  

 Evaluate the positive and negative impacts tourism has on    

mountain environments.  

 Comparing a mountain environment in the UK to that of one   

elsewhere in the world. (similarities and differences)  

 How the human and physical characteristics of a mountainous  

region are connected.  

Links to our core values:  

Is there hope for our world when we 

explore how human features are     

connected to physical ones? How are 

we as humans impacting mountainous 

regions.  

On Our Travels…  

Mighty Mountains! 


